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Abstract

Image captioning is the process of automati-001
cally generating a textual description of an im-002
age. It has a wide range of applications, such as003
effective image search, auto archiving and even004
helping visually impaired people to see. En-005
glish image captioning has seen a lot of devel-006
opment lately, while Arabic image captioning007
is lagging behind. In this paper, we developed008
and evaluated several Arabic image caption-009
ing models with well-established metrics on a010
public image captioning benchmark. We initial-011
ized all models with transformers pre-trained012
on different Arabic corpora. After initializa-013
tion, we fine-tuned them with image-caption014
pairs using a learning method called OSCAR.015
OSCAR uses object tags detected in images as016
anchor points to significantly ease the learning017
of image-text semantic alignments. In relation018
to the image captioning benchmark, our best019
performing model scored 0.39, 0.25, 0.15 and020
0.092 with BLEU-1,2,3,4 respectively, an im-021
provement over previously published scores022
of 0.33, 0.19, 0.11 and 0.057. Beside addi-023
tional evaluation metrics, we complemented024
our scores with human evaluation on a sample025
of our output. Our experiments showed that026
training image captioning models with Arabic027
captions and English object tags is a working028
approach, but that a pure Arabic dataset, with029
Arabic object tags, would be preferable.030

1 Introduction031

The amount of available digital images has in-032

creased enormously and captions help us under-033

stand and interpret them. While manual captioning034

is a tedious task, automatic image captioning uses035

algorithms to extract meaningful information about036

the content of an image and generate a human-037

readable sentence from this information.038

State-of-the-art automatic image captioning net-039

works are today trained on English corpora. The040

resulting captions could then be translated into041

Arabic using a neural machine translation (NMT)042

model. However, ElJundi et al. (2020) showed the 043

necessity of an end-to-end Arabic image caption- 044

ing system, which eliminates sources of error that 045

may come from the unique sentence structure and 046

complex morphology of the Arabic language. 047

Attai and Elnagar (2020), in a survey on the 048

current state of Arabic image captioning systems, 049

conclude that research conducted for Arabic image 050

captioning is very scarce and that it can mainly be 051

attributed to the lack of publicly available datasets. 052

They also stress that few Arabic image captioning 053

research projects utilized attention mechanisms to 054

focus on the important parts of the image. Such at- 055

tention mechanisms shall contribute to the caption 056

generation process and give better results. 057

In their survey, Attai and Elnagar did not men- 058

tion the transformer architecture as proposed by 059

Vaswani et al. (2017), which is solely based on 060

attention mechanisms. Moreover, transformers in 061

natural language models are gaining more popu- 062

larity as these models create new state-of-the-art 063

results on different benchmarks, including the OS- 064

CAR English image captioning model (Li et al., 065

2020). This system uses object tags detected in 066

images as anchor points to significantly ease the 067

learning of image-text semantic alignments. 068

To the best of our knowledge, no transformer- 069

based model for Arabic image captioning had been 070

put to the test. In this paper, we describe an ap- 071

proach to switch the language models of OSCAR 072

with pre-trained Arabic and multilingual ones, then 073

train them on public Arabic benchmark datasets. 074

The main contributions of this work can be sum- 075

marized as follows: (i) We evaluate transformer- 076

based Arabic image captioning and compare our 077

results to previous ones. (ii) In relation to the public 078

image captioning benchmark, one of our best per- 079

forming models scored 0.39, 0.25, 0.15 and 0.092 080

with BLEU-1,2,3,4 respectively, an improvement 081

over previously published scores of 0.33, 0.19, 0.11 082

and 0.057. (iii) We show that training image cap- 083
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tioning models with Arabic captions and English084

object tags is a working approach, but that a pure085

Arabic dataset, with Arabic object tags, is prefer-086

able.087

2 Related Work088

In this section, we summarize recent developments089

in English image captioning and comment on the090

current state of Arabic image captioning.091

2.1 English Image Captioning092

Attention is a technique in neural networks that093

mimics cognitive attention, and has shown great094

success in image captioning models ever since Xu095

et al. (2015) introduced an attention-based model096

that automatically learns to describe the contents097

of images. You et al. (2016) developed an algo-098

rithm that learns to selectively attend to semantic099

concept candidates and combine them with hid-100

den states and outputs of recurrent neural networks.101

Huang et al. (2019) take the attention concept one102

step further in their work, where they propose an103

“Attention on Attention” (AoA) module, which ex-104

tends the conventional attention mechanisms to105

determine the relevance between attention results106

and queries.107

State-of-the-art image captioning today is based108

on transformers, an architecture that builds solely109

on attention mechanisms. Zhou et al. (2019) pre-110

sented a unified vision-language pre-training (VLP)111

model which can be fine-tuned for both image cap-112

tioning and visual question answering (VQA) tasks.113

Li et al. (2020) presented a new learning method114

OSCAR (Object-Semantics Aligned Pre-training),115

and showed that learning of cross-modal represen-116

tations can be significantly improved by introduc-117

ing object tags detected in images. These object118

tags are used as “anchor points” during training to119

ease the learning of semantic alignments between120

images and texts. Zhang et al. (2021) studied im-121

proved visual representations, dubbed VinVL, and122

utilized an upgraded approach, dubbed OSCAR+,123

to pre-train transformer-based VL fusion models.124

They then fine-tuned the models on various VL125

benchmarks and created new state-of-the-art re-126

sults on seven public benchmarks, including image127

captioning on the COCO Caption benchmark (see128

Section 3.1). VinVL has since its release been sur-129

passed by other VLP models, for example LEMON130

(LargE-scale iMage captiONer) (Hu et al., 2021)131

which studies the scaling behavior of VLP for im-132

age captioning. 133

By the time of this work, VinVL was the state of 134

the art and in this paper we utilized OSCAR with 135

VinVL on Arabic image captioning. 136

2.2 Arabic Image Captioning 137

Arabic image captioning (AIC) introduces addi- 138

tional challenges compared to English captioning. 139

In a survey on the state of AIC, Attai and Elnagar 140

(2020) conclude that research conducted for Ara- 141

bic image captioning is very scarce and that it can 142

mainly be attributed to the lack of publicly avail- 143

able datasets. The Arabic language is also known 144

for its morphological complexity, and a variety of 145

dialects, which makes it harder to process. 146

Jindal leveraged the heavy influence of root- 147

words to generate captions of an image directly 148

in Arabic using root-word based recurrent neural 149

networks (Jindal, 2017, 2018). They also reported 150

the first BLEU score for direct Arabic caption gen- 151

eration, from experimental results on datasets from 152

various Middle Eastern newspaper websites and 153

the Flickr8k dataset (see Section 3.2). 154

Al-muzaini et al. (2018) developed a generative 155

merge model for Arabic image captioning based 156

on a deep RNN-LSTM and a CNN model. They 157

used crowd sourcing to translate samples from two 158

image captioning benchmarks: MS COCO and 159

the Flickr8k dataset. They used a relatively small 160

training set (2400 images) from an unpublished 161

dataset. To reduce the risk of overfitting, ElJundi 162

et al. (2020) developed an annotated dataset for 163

Arabic image captioning (Flickr8k), which, as of 164

today, remains the only public benchmark for AIC. 165

They also developed a base model for AIC that 166

relies on text translation from English image cap- 167

tions and compared it to an end-to-end model that 168

directly transcribes images into Arabic text. 169

None of the works mentioned above utilized at- 170

tention mechanisms in their proposed models. Afy- 171

ouni et al. (2021) developed a hybrid object-based, 172

attention-driven image captioning model. They per- 173

formed a comprehensive set of experiments using 174

popular metrics and multilingual semantic sentence 175

similarity techniques to assess the lexical and se- 176

mantic accuracy of generated captions. 177

Out of all the works from above, only ElJundi 178

et al. (2020) have made their dataset publicly avail- 179

able, and is therefore the only work we can directly 180

compare our models with. 181

When finishing this work, we discovered a Mas- 182
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ter’s thesis, contemporaneous to our work by Sabri183

(2021). Though not a refereed publication, the184

author built neural network architectures which in-185

clude techniques not previously explored in the186

Arabic image captioning literature, such as trans-187

formers. This approach yielded better results over188

the benchmark published by ElJundi et al. (2020).189

3 Datasets190

For this work, we mainly used two public datasets191

for image captioning: Microsoft COCO and192

Flickr8k. We describe them in detail now.193

3.1 Microsoft COCO194

Microsoft Common Objects in Context (COCO)195

(Lin et al., 2014) is a dataset consisting of 123,287196

images including object detection, segmentation,197

and five captions per image (616,435 captions in198

total). As its name suggests, the COCO dataset199

contains complex everyday scenes with common200

objects in their natural context.201

For comparison, we adopted the widely used202

Karpathy split of COCO (Karpathy and Fei-Fei,203

2015), i.e. 113,287 train images, 5,000 validation204

images and 5,000 test images. We used 414,113205

pre-translated captions over 82,783 training images206

with the Advanced Google Translate API1, dubbed207

Arabic-COCO. Figure 1a shows an example of208

an image from the train split with its five English209

captions and five Arabic captions. For the Arabic210

speaking reader, note the error in the second ma-211

chine translated, where the phrase h. @ñÓ

B@ H. ñ»P212

“ride a wave”, should be replaced with its present213

tense h. ñÖ
Ï @ I. »QK
 “riding a wave”.214

Sabri (2021) showed that, out of a random sam-215

pled subset of 150 captions from Arabic-COCO,216

46% of the translations were unintelligible. Based217

on this finding, we considered the captions to be218

noisy, which is why we did not create a validation219

and testing set out of Arabic-COCO.220

3.2 Flickr8k221

The Flickr8k dataset (Hodosh et al., 2013) consists222

of 8,092 images. Each image in this dataset is223

associated with five different captions that describe224

the entities and events depicted in the image. They225

were collected via a crowdsourcing marketplace226

(Amazon Mechanical Turk) with a total of 40,460227

captions.228

1https://github.com/canesee-project/Arabic-COCO

Human translations into Arabic of both the 229

COCO and Flickr8k datasets have been done be- 230

fore. For example, Al-muzaini et al. (2018) built an 231

Arabic dataset based on these two English bench- 232

mark datasets. Most of them are not public, there- 233

fore we used Arabic Flickr8k by ElJundi et al. 234

(2020). Arabic Flickr8k is split into 6,000 train 235

images, 1,000 validation images, and 1,000 test 236

images, all with three Arabic captions each. 237

The translation to Arabic was performed by 238

ElJundi et al. in two steps, first by using the Google 239

Translate API and then by validating captions with 240

professional Arabic translators. Finally, they chose 241

the top three translated captions out of five for each 242

image, which makes 24,000 captions in total. Fig- 243

ure 1b shows an example of an image from the 244

train split with its three original English captions 245

and three verified Arabic captions. Note that even 246

though verified, the quality of these Arabic cap- 247

tions is sometimes questionable. For example, the 248

second caption in Figure 1b is Xñ�

@ Ég. P, which 249

incorrectly translates to “black man”. 250

Table 1 shows the complete list of image caption 251

datasets used in this report. 252

Table 1: Statistics for the Arabic-COCO and Flickr8k
translated by ElJundi et al. (2020).

Datasets Train Validation Test
#Imgs #Caps #Imgs #Caps #Imgs #Caps

Arabic-COCO 82,783 414,113 - - - -
Flickr8k 6,000 18,000 1,000 3,000 1,000 3,000
TOTAL 88,783 432,113 1, 000 3,000 1,000 3,000

4 Methodology 253

As methodology, we used a two-step pipeline, as 254

shown in Figure 2: 255

1. Extract region features and object tags from 256

an image through a convolutional neural net- 257

work (CNN) encoder. 258

2. Generate a sentence from the region features 259

and object tags through a language model, in 260

our case a pre-trained transformer. 261

As a learning method for our IC model, we used 262

OSCAR (Li et al., 2020) and to evaluate our re- 263

sults, we used well-establish metrics for IC. The 264

following subsections describe these steps in detail. 265
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A young boy surfing in low waves.
A young boy is standing on a surfboard and riding a wave.
A surfer rides his surf board on some very small waves.
A young boy is standing on a surfboard in the water.
A young boy is standing on a surfboard in the ocean.
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(a) COCO

A longhaired man surfing a large wave.
A man in black on a surfboard riding a wave.
A man surfing in the ocean.
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(b) Flickr8k

Figure 1: Caption annotations in English and Arabic for an image sample from the (a) COCO dataset and the (b)
Flickr8k dataset.
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Figure 2: An overview of our methodology.

4.1 Image Feature Extraction and Object Tag266

Detection267

For feature extraction, Zhang et al. (2021) trained268

a large-scale object and attribute detection model269

based on the ResNeXt-152 C4 architecture (Xie270

et al., 2016), shortened as X152-C4. ResNeXt271

is named after and adopts the ResNet strategy, a272

residual learning framework designed to ease the273

training of networks that are substantially deeper274

than those used previously (He et al., 2016). For275

this work, we utilized X152-C4 for feature extrac-276

tion, pre-trained on 2.49 million unique images,277

including the COCO dataset. Figure 3 shows an ex-278

ample of object detection with the X152-C4 model.279

For each detected object, an image region vector is280

generated, which represents the vector input to the281

last linear classification layer.282

4.2 The Transformer and BERT283

The transformer architecture builds solely on at-284

tention mechanisms and was first proposed by285

Vaswani et al. (2017). The transformer has proved286

Figure 3: Object detection on an image from the
COCO dataset using the X152-C4 architecture. The
set of detected object tags are (Arm, Beach, Boy,
Cord, Hair, Head, Leaf, Line, Man,
Ocean, Person, Sand, Seaweed, Sky,
Suit, Surfboard, Tie, Water, Wave,
Wetsuit).

superior in sequence-to-sequence modeling, and 287

the key lies in the possibility to capture the relation- 288

ships between each word in a sequence with every 289

other word. 290

Proposed by Devlin et al. (2019), BERT showed 291

that pre-trained representations reduced the need 292

for many heavily-engineered task-specific archi- 293

tectures. In other words, by pre-training general 294

language representations, BERT was the first fine- 295

tuning based representation model that achieved 296
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state-of-the-art performance on a large group of297

sentence-level tasks, outperforming many task-298

specific architectures.299

The release of BERT preceded many other300

BERT-based language models trained on different301

corpora from different languages, and will be the302

main base for our image captioning model. The303

following paragraphs describe the models used in304

this work and Table 2 shows the different models305

configurations for comparison.306

mBERT. mBert, short for Multilingual BERT,307

was pre-trained with the multilingual Wikipedia308

dataset that consists of the top 104 most com-309

mon languages (Devlin et al., 2018), includ-310

ing Arabic. In this comparison, we used the311

bert-base-multilingual-uncased2 ver-312

sion of mBERT from HuggingFace.313

AraBERT. AraBERT (Antoun et al., 2020)314

achieved state-of-the-art performance on most315

tested Arabic NLP tasks. The models were316

trained on news articles manually scraped from317

Arabic news websites and several publicly avail-318

able large Arabic corpora. One of the corpora319

is named OSCAR (Open Super-large Crawled320

Aggregated Corpus), not to be confused with321

the image captioning model OSCAR (Object-322

Semantics Aligned Pre-training). There are sev-323

eral versions of AraBERT available. We used324

the bert-base-arabertv023 configuration325

in this work.326

ArabicBERT. ArabicBERT (Safaya et al., 2020)327

was the first pre-trained BERT model for Ara-328

bic when it was released. It was originally pre-329

trained as an approach to solve a sub-task of330

the Multilingual Offensive Language Identifica-331

tion shared task (OffensEval 2020). We used332

the bert-base-arabic4 configuration in this333

project.334

GigaBERT. GigaBERT (Lan et al., 2020) is a335

set of models pre-trained as a bilingual BERT and336

designed specifically for Arabic NLP and English-337

to-Arabic zero-shot transfer learning. Their338

best model significantly outperforms mBERT and339

AraBERT on some supervised and zero-shot trans-340

fer settings. The training dataset consists of a341

dump of Arabic Wikipedia, an Arabic version of342

2https://huggingface.co/bert-base-multilingual-uncased
3https://huggingface.co/aubmindlab/bert-base-arabertv02
4https://huggingface.co/asafaya/bert-base-arabic

OSCAR and the Gigaword corpus, which con- 343

sists of over 13 million news articles. We used 344

the GigaBERT-v4-Arabic-and-English5 345

configuration in this work. 346

4.3 The OSCAR Learning Method 347

The vanilla BERTBASE cannot handle image region 348

features as input. As a learning method, we used 349

OSCAR (Li et al., 2020), which achieves state- 350

of-the-art results on six well-established vision- 351

language understanding and generation tasks, in- 352

cluding image captioning. 353

Previous pre-training methods concatenate im- 354

age region features and text features as input and 355

then use self-attention to learn image-text seman- 356

tics in a brute force manner. OSCAR uses object 357

tags detected in images as anchor points to ease the 358

alignment of image region and word embeddings. 359

The method is motivated by the observation that 360

the salient objects in an image can be accurately 361

detected by modern object detectors and that these 362

objects are often mentioned in the caption. 363

The original OSCAR paper adapts the pre- 364

trained models to seven downstream VL tasks. For 365

IC fine-turning, they processed the input samples 366

to triples consisting of image region features, cap- 367

tions, and object tags. They then randomly masked 368

out 15% of the caption tokens and use the corre- 369

sponding output representations to perform clas- 370

sification and predict the token ids, similar to the 371

masked token loss used by BERT. 372

We used the caption inference procedure de- 373

scribed by Li et al. (2020). They first initialize 374

the caption generation by feeding in a [MASK] 375

token and sampling a token from the vocabulary 376

based on the likelihood of the output. Next, the 377

[MASK] token in the previous input sequence is re- 378

placed with the sampled token and a new [MASK] 379

is appended for the next word prediction. The gen- 380

eration process terminates when the model outputs 381

the [STOP] token. We used the same beam search 382

with a beam size of 5. 383

4.4 Evaluation Metrics 384

We compared the system performances with eval- 385

uation metrics used in machine translation, like 386

BLEU-1,2,3,4 (Papineni et al., 2002), ROUGE-L 387

(Lin, 2004), and METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 388

2005), but also image caption specific metrics3, 389

5https://huggingface.co/lanwuwei/GigaBERT-v4-Arabic-
and-English

3https://github.com/tylin/coco-caption
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Table 2: Configuration comparisons for mBert, AraBERT, ArabicBERT, and GigaBERT.

Models Training Data Vocabulary Configuration
source #tokens (all/ar) tokenization size (all/ar) cased size #parameters

mBERT Wiki 21.9B/153M WordPiece 110k/5k no base 172M
AraBERT Wiki, Oscar, News articles 2.5B/2.5B SentencePiece 64k/58k no base 136M
ArabicBERT Wiki, Oscar unknown WordPiece 32k/28k no base 111M
GigaBERT Wiki, Oscar, Gigaword 10.4B/4.3B WordPiece 50k/26k no base 125M

like CIDEr (Vedantam et al., 2014) and SPICE390

(Anderson et al., 2016). For comparisons of se-391

mantic meaning, we utilized the transformer-based392

Multilingual Universal Sentence Encoder4 (MUSE)393

(Yang et al., 2020) and angular similarity. Specifi-394

cally, Eq. 1 gives the angular similarity Sθ between395

two vector embeddings v and u.396

Sθ = 1− arccos

(
v · u

∥v∥ ∥u∥

)
/π (1)

This way of evaluating captions is similar to the397

technique proposed by Afyouni et al. (2021).398

To verify the quality of the candidate captions,399

we complement our results with human evaluation.400

For this task, native Arab speaking experts eval-401

uated a sample of the candidate captions gener-402

ated across the proposed models. We followed the403

guidelines of the Transparent Human Benchmark404

(THUMB), a human evaluation protocol proposed405

by Kasai et al. (2021). The authors base their eval-406

uations on two main scores (precision and recall)407

and three types of penalties (fluency, conciseness,408

and inclusive language).409

Precision measures how precise the caption is410

given the image, while recall measures how much411

of the salient information (e.g., objects, attributes,412

and relations) from the image is covered by the413

caption. Both scores are assessed in the scale of414

1–5. The overall score is computed by averaging415

precision and recall and deducting penalty points,416

with a maximum deduction of 0.5. Kasai et al.417

(2021) found most captions from modern neural418

network models were highly fluent and concise.419

Since precision and recall covers the context of an420

image, in our work the penalty will be purely based421

on grammar and semantics errors. For example,422

consider the candidate caption:423

�
èQ» úÎ« ÈñJ.��
K. H. Qå

	
�Öß. lk.

PA
�
J
�
K
�
èA
�
J
	
¯424

“Girl swinging a baseball bat on a ball”425

4https://tfhub.dev/google/universal-sentence-encoder-
multilingual-large/3

Although the verb “swinging” is literally trans- 426

lated to lk
.
PA
�
J
�
K, it does not convey the meaning of 427

the image in Arabic. It should be correctly trans- 428

lated to H. Qå
	
�
�
� “hits” instead, giving the caption 429

0.5 penalty points. 430

5 Evaluation 431

5.1 Preprocessing 432

Before training the models, we ran all of the images 433

through the X152-C4 object detector for extraction 434

of region features and object tags. Since all of the 435

image features and object tag labels are made avail- 436

able for the Karpathy split of the COCO dataset 437

by Li et al. (2020), only Flickr8k images had to 438

be inferred. We then split the Flickr8k image fea- 439

tures and object tags into train, validation, and test 440

images following ElJundi et al. (2020). 441

To train models on Arabic captions and Ara- 442

bic object tag labels, we simply translated English 443

labels directly with the Google Translate API. A 444

10% sample of the 1,114 object tags translations 445

detected in the Flickr8k dataset were validated by 446

two native Arab speaking experts on a scale of 1-3 447

(1: incorrect, 2: partly correct, 3: correct). The 448

annotators gave the sample a mean score of 2.76 449

and 2.62 with a pairwise Cohen kappa coefficient 450

of 0.43 (moderate agreement). 451

5.2 Experimental Setup 452

We initialized the captioning model with various 453

Arabic-specific BERT configurations. In order to 454

select the best models, we carried out two experi- 455

ments considering the multi/bilingual aspects and 456

the learning curve of the fitting procedure: 457

1. Evaluation of two multilingual models both 458

trained on 459

(a) Arabic captions and Arabic labels 460

(b) Arabic captions and English labels 461

We carried out this experiment mainly for 462

comparing the object labels ability to affect 463

the final image-text alignment. 464
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2. Evaluation of the learning curve for three dif-465

ferent models, respectively trained on 50%,466

75% and 100% of a dataset. From the results,467

we can tell if the validation loss decreases468

with the amount of data or if some adjustment469

have to be made to the models, for example470

with a hyper parameter grid search. Out of471

the trained models, we chose the two most472

accurate ones as candidates for large scale473

training.474

After we picked two candidate models, we made475

a third and final experiment:476

3. Do large scale training on the candidate mod-477

els on datasets of different size. Evaluate the478

models both with automatic and human met-479

rics and compare the results with previous480

models.481

We carried out the first two experiments on482

Google Colab GPU:s (1 P100 GPU with 16 GB483

memory). We carried out the final large scale ex-484

periments on a workstation (1 GV100 GPU with485

32 GB memory) and a high performance computer486

(HPC) system (8 K80 GPU:s with 12 GB memory487

each).488

For all the experiments above, we saved training489

and validation loss values at every epoch, while490

model checkpoints were saved every 5 epochs. All491

the experiments used the AdamW optimizer and492

a linearly decaying learning rate according to the493

recipe described in OSCAR (Li et al., 2020). Exact494

model hyper parameters for each experiment are495

shown in the Appendix A section.496

5.3 Experimental Results497

English vs Arabic labels. Table 3 shows the fi-498

nal evaluation scores for all models. Our first ex-499

periments show that both approaches, training on500

English and Arabic object labels, work in prin-501

ciple. Already at this stage, GigaBERT trained502

on English labels outperformed previous reported503

BLEU-1,2,3,4 scores with 0.0123, 0.0144, 0.0190,504

0.0167 respectively. However, note that these505

scores were obtained from the val-split, and not506

the final test-split. We think that the reason to why507

GigaBERT with English labels outperforms Arabic508

labels is that the quality of the original English la-509

bels, in combination with GigaBERT’s English pre-510

training, is much better than its machine translated511

counterpart. mBert is only trained on Wikipedia512

(Devlin et al., 2018), while GigaBERT is trained513

on the Gigaword corpus in addition to Wikipedia 514

and web crawl data. This is how we explain Gi- 515

gaBERT’s better performance. Moreover, the vo- 516

cabulary of GigaBERT (21k English tokens vs 26k 517

Arabic tokens) is richer and more balanced than the 518

vocabulary of mBERT (53k English tokens vs 5k 519

Arabic tokens), see Table 2. 520

Table 3: Evaluation scores (evaluation on epoch 30) for
the trained models. The best scoring models are marked
in bold for each evaluation metric.

Model Labels BLEU-4 ROUGE-L METEOR CIDEr SPICE

GigaBERT
English 0.074 0.29 0.3 0.33 0.037
Arabic 0.062 0.29 0.31 0.31 0.037

mBert
English 0.058 0.28 0.30 0.29 0.031
Arabic 0.067 0.29 0.30 0.31 0.033

Learning Curve. We evaluated all of the models 521

from the learning curve experiment with MUSE 522

to investigate the correlation between semantic 523

scores and an increased amount of data. The eval- 524

uation over training time is shown in Figure 4 for 525

AraBERT, ArabicBERT, and GigaBERT. In gen- 526

eral, more data increased evaluation scores. One 527

notable thing is that the final score of GigaBERT 528

trained on 75% of data outperformed 100%, but 529

Figure 4b shows that the 100% curve is generally 530

higher than the 75% curve. This finding suggests 531

that the average MUSE score has a high variance. 532

Note that GigaBERT trained on 100% of Flickr8k 533

is identical to the model trained on Arabic labels in 534

the previous experiment. 535

In the case of AraBERT, the 75% MUSE curve is 536

way lower than the 100% and 50% curves, but the 537

100% loss curve is still higher than the 50% one. 538

The unstable training results of AraBERT suggest 539

that the selected learning rate is too large. We 540

performed learning rate grid search on AraBERT 541

and GigaBERT on the interval η ∈ [1e−5, 7e−5] to 542

minimize validation loss, and found an optimum at 543

η = 3e−5. 544

Large Scale Training. Table 4 presents the final 545

test scores (BLEU-1,2,3,4, ROUGE-L, METEOR, 546

CIDEr and MUSE) of a selection of our models, 547

and models previously proposed by Jindal (2018), 548

Al-muzaini et al. (2018), Afyouni et al. (2021) and 549

ElJundi et al. (2020). Out of the previous works, 550

only the model by ElJundi et al. (2020) is tested on 551

the same Flickr8k test set as ours. We were unable 552

to obtain the splits from the other studies, and have 553

no data regarding on how their splits may differ 554

from ours. The difference between their model 555

scores and our are quite large in some cases. On 556
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(a) AraBERT MUSE scores (b) GigaBERT MUSE scores (c) ArabicBERT MUSE scores

Figure 4: MUSE evaluation scores over all epochs for (a) AraBERT, (b) GigaBERT and (c) ArabicBERT.

Table 4: Our model scores compared to previous models. The highest scores on our test-split are marked in bold. Of
all the previous ones, only the model by ElJundi et al. (2020) uses the same test-split as us. Other test-splits are
unknown.

Model Test set B1 B2 B3 B4 ROUGE-L METEOR CIDEr MUSE
Jindal (2018) Flickr8k 0.658 0.559 0.404 0.223 - 0.201 - -
Al-muzaini et al. (2018) COCO & Flickr8k 0.462 0.260 0.190 0.080 - - - -
Afyouni et al. (2021) COCO 0.649 0.413 0.241 0.136 0.470 0.408 - 0.78
ElJundi et al. (2020) Flickr8k 0.332 0.193 0.105 0.057 - - - -
AraBERT32-Flickr8k

Flickr8k

0.391 0.246 0.150 0.092 0.331 0.314 0.415 0.671
AraBERT32-COCO 0.365 0.221 0.129 0.0715 0.310 0.317 0.36 0.669
AraBERT256-Flickr8k 0.387 0.244 0.151 0.093 0.334 0.312 0.428 0.668
GigaBERT32-Flickr8k 0.386 0.241 0.144 0.0827 0.331 0.315 0.403 0.669
GigaBERT32-COCO 0.36 0.215 0.124 0.0708 0.308 0.311 0.344 0.668

∆ 0.059 ↑ 0.053 ↑ 0.046 ↑ 0.036 ↑
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“Man riding a dirt bike over some rocks”
THUMB-score:
Precision: 5, Recall: 5, Penalty: 0, Total: 5
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“Little white dog running in grass field”
THUMB-score:

Precision: 5, Recall: 5, Penalty: 0, Total: 5
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Candidate caption: (MUSE 0.5008)
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“A man standing on his hands with many people around him”
THUMB-score:

Precision: 1, Recall: 2, Penalty: 0, Total: 1.5

(c)

Candidate caption: (MUSE 0.4902)
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“Group of people climbing on the back of a truck”
Reference caption:

ù


ëCÓ

�
é
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“Amusement park”
THUMB-score:

Precision: 2.5, Recall: 3.5, Penalty: 0, Total: 3

(d)

Figure 5: Human evaluation of four candidate captions produced by AraBERT32-COCO: two accurate candidate
captions (a) and (b), and two inaccurate candidate captions (c) and (d). Each candidate caption is accompanied by
the reference caption from the Flickr8k test-split with the most MUSE similarity and a THUMB score.

possible explanation could be that our BERT-based557

approach differs from previous LSTM approaches,558

which can achieve significantly higher results than559

a BERT-based model for a small dataset on NLP560

tasks (Ezen-Can, 2020).561

All of our models are named after the scheme562

modelBatchSize-dataset, where model is our ini-563

tialization model, BatchSize is the training batch564

size and dataset is the dataset trained on. For ex-565

ample, one of our best performing models was ini-566

tialized on AraBERT and trained with a batch size567

of 32 on Flickr8k. Therefore, we named the model568

AraBERT32-Flickr8k. AraBERT32-Flickr8k out- 569

performs the model by ElJundi et al. (2020) on all 570

BLEU scores, and most remarkably on BLEU-4, 571

where we see a 61.4% increase. We chose to drop 572

the SPICE scores from the table because of the 573

evaluation scripts incompatibility with the Arabic 574

language. 575

We complemented Table 4 with human evalua- 576

tions on a sample of the dataset according to the 577

guidelines of THUMB (Kasai et al., 2021). Figure 578

5 shows four generated captions from AraBERT32- 579

COCO with images and human evaluations. All of 580
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the evaluations were made by two experts in Arabic581

language.582

In general, the human evaluations show accurate583

results. In Figure 5a, the candidate caption:584

�
éK
Q

	
m��

�
éÊ
�
K

�
�ñ

	
¯
�
éJ
K. @Q

�
K
�
ék. @PX ¼QK
 Ég. P585

“Man riding a dirt bike on a rocky hill”586

is nearly perfect. It is almost identical to the refer-587

ence caption:588

Pñ
	
j�Ë@

	
�ªK.

�
�ñ

	
¯
�
éJ
K. @Q

�
K
�
ék. @PX I. »QK
 Ég. P589

“Man riding a dirt bike over some rocks”,590

and only differs in the last phrase.591

Not all results were accurate. Looking at Figure592

5c, the first row shows the candidate caption593

�
é
	
JkA

�
� Qê

	
£ úÎ«

	
àñ

�
®Ê�

�
�K
 �A

	
JË @ 	áÓ

�
é«ñÒm.

×594

“Group of people climbing on the back595

of a truck”,596

while the closest reference caption ù


ëCÓ

�
é
	
JK
YÓ597

translates to “Amusement park”. Though the candi-598

date sentence is fluent and grammatically correct,599

it appears to be random in the context of the im-600

age. This shows how the models in these examples601

fail to identify objects in the image and correctly602

describe a scene.603

A potential source of error for the incorrect604

image-text alignment could be noise in the machine605

translated data input, i.e. “garbage in, garbage606

out”. For example, the publicly available Arabic-607

COCO used is purely machine translated and has608

to be verified by humans before employed in test-609

ing. The justification to why we still use machine-610

translated data is that we rely on the BERT-based611

language models to handle the grammar and syntax,612

while we count on the machine-translation model613

to correctly translate salient objects. The failure614

to do so leads to errors in learning image-text se-615

mantic alignments. For example, in our dataset,616

mistranslated object labels can be found. Some617

nouns are mistranslated into their homophone coun-618

terparts: “light” (noun) to �
é
	
®J

	
®
	
k (adjective, bright;619

well-lighted), “block” (noun) to ©
	
JÓ (adjective, to620

obstruct, or prevent someone or something) and so621

on. Li et al. (2020) showed that OSCAR learning622

curves for fine-tuning with object tags converge623

significantly faster than the methods without tags.624

In other words, high quality labels are crucial in625

image-text alignment for VL-pretrained models.626

For the complete table with scores for all trained627

models, see Appendix B.628

6 Conclusion 629

This work focused on Arabic image captioning 630

using pre-trained bidirectional transformers. We 631

can draw many conclusions from it. 632

The special challenge in Arabic image caption- 633

ing is, not regarding the lack of well-annotated 634

datasets, the morphological complexity of the Ara- 635

bic language which makes it harder to process. 636

With our work, we showed that it is possible to 637

achieve state-of-the-art results with a minimal pre- 638

processing scheme and by adapting English cap- 639

tioning models to other languages through public 640

dataset benchmarks. 641

Furthermore, we achieved results better than the 642

previous work on the Flickr8k dataset by ElJundi 643

et al. (2020). Our experiments also show that both 644

approaches, training on English and Arabic object 645

labels, work in principle. In addition, we proposed 646

working configurations and heuristics for hyper pa- 647

rameters in future experimentation on our proposed 648

models. Therefore, our models provide a new base- 649

line for the AIC community. 650

Further work in the field should be to verify all 651

machine translated Arabic labels by humans before 652

further training on the datasets. This task should 653

not be too expensive since there are only 1,114 654

object tags translations detected in the Flickr8k 655

dataset, and 253 additional object tags in Arabic- 656

COCO. This could greatly improve training. Sec- 657

ondly, the lack of qualitative Arabic data should be 658

solved by translation and verification of all COCO 659

captions, and then making the resulting dataset pub- 660

licly available. As a suggestion, one could follow 661

a crowd sourcing procedure as described by Al- 662

muzaini et al. (2018), which includes some of the 663

instructions that were used in the creation of COCO 664

captions, and additional instructions specific to the 665

Arabic language. This would create a new bench- 666

mark Arabic captioning dataset that we could train 667

and test our models on. 668

Finally, we hope that our work will be useful for 669

future Arabic image captioning models, and that 670

it will spur more contributions to the field in the 671

closest future. 672
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A Experiment Hyperparameters 847

English vs Arabic labels. All experiments were 848

trained and validated with the Flickr8k train- re- 849

spective val-split. Table 5 shows the exact hyperpa- 850

rameters for the experiments. 851

Learning curve. All experiments were validated 852

with the Flickr8k val-split and trained on Arabic 853

labels. Table 6 shows the exact hyperparameters 854

for the experiments. Grid search optimization was 855

made on AraBERT and GigaBERT in the interval 856

η ∈ [1e−5, 7e−5] and a step size of 1e−5. 857

Large scale. All experiments were validated and 858

tested with the Flickr8k test- respective val-split, 859

and trained on Arabic labels. Table 7 shows the 860

exact hyperparameters for the experiments. 861

B Complementary Results 862

Table 8 shows scores for all models trained during 863
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Table 5: Hyperparameters used for the English vs Arabic labels experiments.

Model Train Object labels Learning rate Batch size #Epochs
GigaBERT Flickr8k eng/ar 1e-4 32 30

mBERT Flickr8k eng/ar 1e-4 32 30

Table 6: Hyperparameters and datasets used for the learning curve experiments.

Model Train % of dataset Learning rate Batch size #Epochs
AraBERT Flickr8k 50/75/100 1e-4 32 30

Arabic-BERT Flickr8k 50/75/100 1e-4 32 30
GigaBERT Flickr8k 50/75/100 1e-4 32 30

Table 7: Hyperparameters and datasets used for the large scale experiments.

Model Train Object labels Learning rate Batch size #Epochs

AraBERT

Flickr8k ar 3e-5 32 30
Arabic-COCO ar 5e-5 32 50
Arabic-COCO+Flickr8k ar 3e-5 32 50
Flickr8k ar 5e-5 256 30
Arabic-COCO ar 9e-5 256 50
Arabic-COCO+Flickr8k ar 9e-5 256 50

GigaBERT

Flickr8k eng 3e-5 32 30
Arabic-COCO eng 3e-5 32 50
Arabic-COCO+Flickr8k eng 3e-5 32 50
Flickr8k eng 9e-5 265 30
Arabic-COCO eng 9e-5 265 50
Arabic-COCO+Flickr8k eng 9e-5 256 50

Table 8: Our model scores compared to previous models. The highest scores on our test-split are marked in bold. Of
all the previous ones, only the model by ElJundi et al. (2020) uses the same test-split as us. Other test-splits are
unknown.

Model Test set B1 B2 B3 B4 ROUGE-L METEOR CIDEr MUSE
Jindal (2018) Flickr8k 0.658 0.559 0.404 0.223 - 0.201 - -
Al-muzaini et al. (2018) COCO & Flickr8k 0.462 0.260 0.190 0.080 - - - -
Afyouni et al. (2021) COCO 0.649 0.413 0.241 0.136 0.470 0.408 - 0.78
ElJundi et al. (2020) Flickr8k 0.332 0.193 0.105 0.057 - - - -
AraBERT32-Flickr8k

Flickr8k

0.391 0.246 0.150 0.092 0.331 0.314 0.415 0.671
AraBERT32-COCO 0.365 0.221 0.129 0.0715 0.31 0.317 0.36 0.669
AraBERT32-COCO+Flickr8k 0.358 0.216 0.127 0.0715 0.317 0.316 0.364 0.661
AraBERT256-Flickr8k 0.387 0.244 0.151 0.093 0.334 0.312 0.428 0.668
AraBERT256-COCO 0.355 0.211 0.122 0.069 0.303 0.313 0.335 0.665
AraBERT256-COCO+Flickr8k 0.339 0.204 0.12 0.0686 0.302 0.31 0.339 0.655
GigaBERT32-Flickr8k 0.386 0.241 0.144 0.0827 0.331 0.315 0.403 0.669
GigaBERT32-COCO 0.36 0.215 0.124 0.0708 0.308 0.311 0.344 0.668
GigaBERT32-COCO+Flickr8k 0.362 0.216 0.127 0.0675 0.312 0.308 0.359 0.661
GigaBERT265-Flickr8k 0.376 0.235 0.141 0.0803 0.322 0.313 0.385 0.664
GigaBERT265-COCO 0.339 0.198 0.113 0.062 0.287 0.306 0.312 0.662
GigaBERT265-COCO+Flickr8k 0.365 0.217 0.128 0.0705 0.315 0.309 0.373 0.662

∆ 0.059 ↑ 0.053 ↑ 0.046 ↑ 0.036 ↑
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